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Advancing Cancer
Imaging: Improving
Patient Outcomes
International Cancer Imaging
Society Meeting & 18th Annual
Teaching Course

7 - 9 October 2018
th

th

Palais de l’Europe, Menton, France
On the French Riviera between Monte
Carlo and San Remo

High quality educational lectures: refresh your
knowledge of cancer imaging and learn about
cutting-edge developments
• Listen to state of the art multimodality cancer
imaging (MRI, CT and PET)
• Bring your knowledge into practice in workstationbased teaching in our hands-on workshops
• Focus on interventional radiology in oncology:
from diagnosis to treatment
• Experience the role of cancer imaging in
multidisciplinary interaction: treatment selection,
early response prediction and treatment adaptation
• Learn how big data initiatives are changing the
future of cancer imaging: radiogenomics, machine
learning, AI
• Interact with hematologists in a special session
on bone marrow imaging (in conjuction with the
International Workshop on PET in Lymphoma and
Myeloma)
In addition:
• Presentations of cases you would like to read again
• Proffered papers (oral, poster and case presentations)

President: Prof. Wim Oyen, London, UK
Supported by:
French Society of Radiology

Society Corporate Supporters:

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk

SUBJECT

Registration
Welcome
Myeloma
In the PET era is there a place for MRI in MM? In favour
In the PET era is there a place for MRI in MM? Against
Potential of MRI
Potential of PET/CT
Questions & Discussion
Break
Lymphoma and Myelofibrosis
PET strategies in lymphoma. Is there a place for bone
imaging?
Utility of PET/CT for imaging bone marrow in lymphoma
What is expected from imaging in myelofibrosis
PET in myelofibrosis
Questions & Discussion
Abdominal Oncology
Pitfalls and misinterpretations in abdominal CT and MR
Artificial intelligence and machine learning in pelvic
tumours
GIST
Scientific Session 1
Hands-on Workshop 1
Lung Cancer Staging

Welcome reception: Cocteau Museum

17:45

17:20 - 17:30
16:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 16:20
16:20 - 16:40
16:40 - 17:00
17:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 17:30
HS3

Break
Imaging Immunotherapy
iRECIST
FDG PET/CT for monitoring of immunotherapy
Complications of molecular targeted and immunotherapy
Cancer imaging in drug development: focus on
immunotherapy
Questions & Discussion
Interventional Radiology
Image guided biopsy of the prostate: how I do it
Percutaneous non-vascular interventions in GU oncology
Biopsy of pancreatic tumours
Scientific Session 2
Hands-on Workshop 3
Whole Body MRI

15:30 - 16:00
16:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 16:20
16:20 - 16:40
16:40 - 17:00
17:00 - 17:20

12:30 - 13:30 Lunch & Satellite Symposia
13:30 - 14:00 Keynote Lecture 1
Big data initiatives changing the future of cancer
imaging and therapy
14:00 - 15:30 Imaging Musculoskeletal Cancer
14:00 - 14:30 Radiological response assessment of soft tissue sarcomas
14:30 - 15:00 Paediatric bone and soft tissue sarcomas
15:00 - 15:30 Imaging of bone metastasis
14:00 - 15:30 Hands-on Workshop 2
HS2
Pancreatic Lesions

11:40 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:30
11:00 - 12:30
HS1

11:20 - 11:40
11:40 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:20
12:20 - 12:30
11:00 - 12:30
11:00 - 11:20
11:20 - 11:40

08:00 - 08:45
08:45 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:30
09:00 - 09:20
09:20 - 09:40
09:40 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:20
10:20 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:30
11:00 - 11:20

TIME

Sunday 7th October 2018

A. Padhani /
G. Petralia

J. Futterer
P. Ramchandani
M. D’Onofrio

L. Schwartz
R. Hicks
R. Gore
A. D. Van den
Abbeele

G. Morana
(Treviso) / I. Francis

C. Messiou
B. McCarville
G. Petralia

F. Prior

L. Quint /
R. Vliegenthart

D. Tamandl

K. Elsayes
G. Lin

S. Barrington
S. Giraudier
L. Vercellino

O. Casasnovas

J. San Miguel
P. Moreau
C. Messiou
R. Hicks

President

SPEAKER

17:20 - 17:30

17:00 - 17:20

16:40 - 17:00

16:20 - 16:40

14:50 - 15:10
15:10 - 15:30
15:30 - 16:00
16:00 -17:30
16:00 - 16:20

14:40 - 15:00
15:00 - 15:20
15:20 - 15:30
14:30 - 15:30
14:30 - 14:50

12:10 - 12:30
12:30 - 13:00
11:30 - 13:00
HS5
13:00 -14:00
14:00 - 15:30
14:00 - 14:20
14:20 - 14:40

11:50 - 12:10

11:30 - 13:00
11:30 - 11:50
11:50 - 12:10
12:10 - 12:30
12:30 - 13:00
11:30 - 13:00
11:30 - 11:50

08:00 - 09:00
08:30 - 09:00
09:00 - 10:30
09:00 - 09:20
09:20 - 09:40
09:40 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:20
10:20 - 10:30
09:00 - 10:30
HS4
10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30

TIME

SPEAKER

Registration
Breakfast Satellite Symposia
Clinical needs in Pancreatic Tumours
Is it a tumour or a mass-forming pancreatitis? G. Morana (Treviso)
Resectable and border-line resectable tumours I. Francis
Imaging the response to therapy
D.M. Koh
Ablation of pancreatic cancer
M. D’Onofrio
Questions & Discussion
Hands-on Workshop 4
Prostate Cancer
H. Schlemmer / J. Barentsz
Break
Keynote lecture 2
PSMA molecular imaging and theranostics
K. Herrmann
Liver Tumours I
PRETEXT for staging paediatric liver tumours
A. Towbin
LI-RADS
T. Persigehl
Response assessment after local therapy
B. Gebauer
Scientific Session 3
Neurooncology
Major changes in the new 2016 WHO central G. Morana (Genoa)
nervous system tumours classification: what
the radiologists need to know
New molecular classifications of
T. Huisman
medulloblastomas in children
Paediatric neuroradiology
B. Soares
Scientific Session 4
Hands-on Workshop 5
Gynaecological Cancer
E. Sala / R. Forstner
Lunch & Satellite Symposia
Lung Cancer
Gold Medal presentation
Stratification of lung nodules and the new
T. McLoud
Fleischner guidelines
Lung Cancer: unusual presentations
S. Diederich
Improving lung cancer screening using radiomics F. Prior
Questions & Discussion
Imaging Complications of Cancer Therapy
Acute abdominal complications of cancer
A. Smets
therapy in children
Complications of central venous lines and ports B. Gebauer
Imaging of treatment complications in the pelvis A. Sohaib
Break
Federation du Cancer de la Société Française de Radiologie
Immunotherapy: a revolution in cancer care, a C. Dromain
new challenge for imaging
Diffusion and Perfusion MR imaging and
A. Rahmouni, S. Mulé,
18FDG-PET in the diagnosis and response to
S. Lin, E. Reizine, L. Baranes,
treatment of myeloma
P. Zerbib, A. Luciani, E. Itty
MR-PET in HCC: initial experience on disease
A. Luciani, J. Chalaye,
staging and management
M. Vermersch, S. Mulé,
L. Baranes, E. Reizine,
A. Rahmouni, E. Itti.
The interventional oncologist – the fourth
F. Cornelis, I. Thomassin,
musketeer of cancer care
F. Boudghene
Questions & Discussion

SUBJECT

Monday 8th October 2018
SUBJECT
Haematological Cancer
PET/MRI when and how?
Lymphoma
Paediatric lymphoma
Bone marrow imaging in children
Questions & Discussion
Hands-on Workshop 6
HCC diagnostic using LIRADS with CT, MRI or
CEUS?
Course Dinner at the Casino
Presentation of prizes for scientific
presentations and posters

SUBJECT
Registration
Breakfast Satellite Symposia
Multiparametric Imaging
Multiparametric imaging of tumour biology
Multiparametric imaging of prostate
Multiparametric imaging in gynaecological
cancer
Multiparametric imaging for early response
assessment in head & neck cancer
Radiomics and AI: future of cancer imaging
without Radiologists?
Questions & Discussion
Coffee
Keynote lecture 3
Cancer imaging: through a looking glass
Liver Tumours II
From regenerative and dysplastic nodules to
HCC: typical and atypical imaging findings
HCC: the value of liver specific contrast agents
Post-therapeutic changes
LI-RADS: necessary or not?
Questions & Discussion
Cases I Would like to Read Again
Chest
Pancreas
Lung
Female pelvis
Liver
Hands-on workshop 7
Whole Body MRI

13:00 - 13:30 Lunch & Close

11:50 - 12:10
12:10 - 12:30
12:30 - 12:50
12:50 - 13:00
11.30 - 13.00
11:30 - 11:48
11:48 - 12:06
12:06 - 12:24
12:24 - 12:42
12:42 - 13:00
11.30 - 13.00
HS7

11:30 - 13:00
11:30 - 11:50

10:10 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:00
11:00 - 11:30

09:50 - 10:10

09:30 - 09:50

08:00 - 08:30
08:00 - 08:30
08:30 - 10:30
08:30 - 08.50
08:50 - 09:10
09:10 - 09:30

TIME

Tuesday 9th October 2018

19:30

16:00 - 17:30
16:00 - 16:20
16:20 - 16:40
16:40 - 17:00
17:00 - 17:20
17:20 - 17.30
16:00 - 17:30
HS6

TIME

A. Padhani /
G. Petralia

S. Diederich
M. D’Onofrio
T. McLoud
E. Sala
K. Elsayes

G. Morana (Treviso)
W. Schima
J. Heiken

L. Grazioli

D.M. Koh

H. Schlemmer

A. King

A. Padhani
J. Barentsz
A. Rockall

SPEAKER

T. Persigehl /
O. Lucidarme

H. Chandarana
M. Mayerhoefer
S. Voss
G. Masselli

SPEAKER

Monday 8th October 2018 - continued
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Facts & Figures
Congress time table
Sunday, October 7th 2018 | 9.00 ‐ 17.30 (followed by welcome reception at Cocteau Museum)
Monday, October 8th 2018 | 8.30 ‐ 17.30 (followed by course dinner at the Casino)
Tuesday, October 9th 2018 | 8.00 ‐ 13.00 (followed by lunch)

Meeting venue
Palais de l'Europe
8, Avenue Boyer
06500 Menton
France

Organizer
International Cancer Imaging Society
London, United Kingdom
Mobile: +44 7984165451
Email: admin@cancerimagingsociety.org.uk
www.icimagingsociety.org.uk
Cancer Imaging, the official journal of ICIS is published by BioMed Central.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Professional Congress Organizer
Kongress‐ und Kulturmanagement GmbH
Rießnerstraße 12 B
99427 Weimar
Germany
Phone: +49 3643 2468‐0
Fax: +49 3643 2468‐31
www.kukm.de

Main Contact for industry

Mr. René Thäsler
E‐Mail: rene.thaesler@kukm.de
Phone: +49 3643 2468‐114

Mr. Roberto Keßler
E‐Mail: roberto.kessler@kukm.de
Telefon: +49 3643 2468‐124

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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Meeting Venue Palais de l'Europe

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Rooms for the ICIS Meeting
Théâtre Francis Palmero (in the drawing just Théâtre)
730 fixed seats for main scientific sessions and satellite symposia
Salon de Pays‐Bas
120 seats row seating for main scientific sessions and satellite symposia
Salon Chambord (2nd FLOOR above Salon de Luxembourg, not in the drawing)
Hands‐on Workshops
Forum de France
Catering area, exhibition stands, poster boards and registration desk
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Setup and Dismantling
The ICIS Meeting will run immediately after the Lymphoma Meeting in the same venue. Because of the
short break between both meetings, it is only possible to build pop‐up displays and roll‐ups. Solid stand
construction is not allowed. Exhibitors can set up from 4.45 pm to 6 pm on Saturday, 6th October, once
the Lymphoma Meeting finishes, or from 8 am on Sunday, 7th October 2018.

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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Registration for Sponsorship Packages

/ Anmeldung Sponsoringpakete

nd

Registration deadline: 2 July 2018
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Platinum Sponsor Package

35.000,00 Euro

With the registration for the Platinum Sponsor Package you will receive the following benefits:
Mit der Anmeldung des Platinum Sponsor Package erhalten Sie folgende Leistungen:






ca. 12 m² stand space including standard furniture (1 table, 2 chairs) / Standfläche, 1 Tisch, 2 Stühle
1 lunch symposium / Mittagssymposium
15 delegate tickets / Teilnehmerausweise
Advert in the book of abstracts, presentation on website / Anzeige im Abstractband, Werbung im Internet

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Gold Sponsor Package

20.000,00 Euro

With the registration for the Gold Sponsor Package you will receive the following benefits:
Mit der Anmeldung des Gold Sponsor Package erhalten Sie folgende Leistungen:






ca. 8 m² stand space including standard furniture (1 table, 2 chairs)
1 workshop or seminar / Workshop oder Seminar
10 delegate tickets / Teilnehmerausweise
Advert in the book of abstracts / Anzeige im Abstractband

/ Standfläche, 1 Tisch, 2 Stühle

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Silver Sponsor Package

10.000,00 Euro

With the registration for the Silver Sponsor Package you will receive the following benefits:
Mit der Anmeldung des Silver Sponsor Package erhalten Sie folgende Leistungen:





ca. 6 m² stand space including standard furniture (1 table, 2 chairs)
3 delegate tickets / Teilnehmerausweise
Logo presentation / Präsentation des Firmenlogos

/ Standfläche, 1 Tisch, 2 Stühle

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Internal order number space (if different numbers)
Company name

All prices of packages, symposia or sponsorship options are tax exempt.
The prices for stand spaces are net prices exclusive of the current valid
value added tax.

Street

By signing you make a binding reservation for the above mentioned
services.

Post code, City, Country
Contact person

By signing you agree with terms and conditions of ICIS, acknowledge them
as binding and agree to their application.
Date, customer’s name

Phone
Fax

Legally binding signature, company stamp

Email

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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Registration for Symposia

/ Anmeldung Symposien
Registration deadline: 2 July 2018
nd

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The placement in compliance with your requested appointment cannot be guaranteed. The final decision on the final approval
and the placement of the symposium in the programme lies with ICIS. Please use this form only for one symposium.
For all events, the price includes the lecture hall in the required size and the basic technical equipment (video
projector, PC and sound equipment). Catering is not included and must be ordered separately. Please note that all
speakers must be registered as a participant with costs and that you must pay your speakers’ expenses for travelling
and overnight accommodation.
Advertising of your symposium
During the event your symposium can be advertised freely at your stand. Symposia may be advertised in front of the
room in the preceding break and with roll‐ups and posters or other advertising media during the symposium. Any
advertising media must be removed after the symposium. ICIS will email all registered delegates once promoting
your satellite symposia or workshop.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lunch Symposia
Théâtre Francis Palmero (730)
Salon de Pays‐Bas (120)

Sunday, 7nd October
10.000,00 Euro
7.000,00 Euro

Monday, 8th October
10.000,00 Euro
7.000,00 Euro

Tuesday, 9th October
5.000,00 Euro
3.500,00 Euro

Breakfast Symposia
Théâtre Francis Palmero (730)
Salon de Pays‐Bas (120)

Sunday, 7nd October
3.000,00 Euro
2.000,00 Euro

Monday, 8th October
7.000,00 Euro
5.000,00 Euro

Tuesday, 9th October
3.000,00 Euro
2.000,00 Euro

Industry Workshops
Chambord (2nd floor, 70)

Sunday, 7nd October
3.000,00 Euro

Monday, 8th October
6.000,00 Euro

Tuesday, 9th October
6.000,00 Euro

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Registration for Stand Spaces

____
____

/ Anmeldung Standflächen

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Stand space 6 m²
Standfläche maximal 6 m²

Forum de France
3.000,00 Euro (550,00 Euro / per m²)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Internal order number space (if different numbers)
Company name

All prices of packages, symposia or sponsorship options are tax exempt.
The prices for stand spaces are net prices exclusive of the current valid
value added tax.

Street

By signing you make a binding reservation for the above mentioned
services.

Post code, City, Country
Contact person

By signing you agree with terms and conditions of ICIS, acknowledge them
as binding and agree to their application.
Date, customer’s name

Phone
Fax

Legally binding signature, company stamp

Email

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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Registration for additional Sponsorship

/ Anmeldung weiterer Sponsoringoptionen

Registration deadline: 30th June, 2017
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Advert in the Book of abstracts / inside front cover

1.000,00 Euro

Anzeige im Abstractband, 2. Umschlagseite

Advert in the Book of abstracts / inside back cover

750,00 Euro

Anzeige im Abstractband, 3. Umschlagseite

Advert in the Book of abstracts / inside

500,00 Euro

Anzeige im Abstractband, Innenseite

750,00 Euro

Digital Advert on the ICIS website, different sizes
Digitale Anzeige auf der Internetseite

Exclusive Sponsoring Congress bags (excluding production costs)

500,00 Euro

Exklusivsponsoring Kongresstaschen (zzgl. Produktionskosten)

1 Insert in the Congress bags – flyer, brochure, pen, notebook, etc. (excluding production costs)

500,00 Euro

Eine Beilage in den Kongrtesstaschen – Flyer, Broschüren, Stifte, Blöcke, etc. (zzgl. Produktionskosten)

Placing flyers / brochures on the registration desk, up to 300 pieces

150,00 Euro

Auslagen an der Registrierung, bis 300 Exemplare

Exclusive Sponsoring Abstracts on CD‐ROM or USB Stick

on request

Exklusivsponsoring Abstract‐CD oder Abstract‐USB‐Stick

Exclusive Sponsoring Congress App

on request

Exklusivsponsoring Kongress‐App

750,00 Euro

Advertising of your symposium via Newsletter
Information an potentielle Symposienteilnehmer zur Bewerbung eines Symposiums

on request

Sponsoring Course Dinner and Fellows Dinner
Sponsoring Abendessen

on request

Get together Sponsorship
Sponsoring des Begrüßungsabends

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Internal order number space (if different numbers)
Company name

All prices of packages, symposia or sponsorship options are tax exempt.
The prices for stand spaces are net prices exclusive of the current valid
value added tax.

Street

By signing you make a binding reservation for the above mentioned
services.

Post code, City, Country
Contact person

By signing you agree with terms and conditions of ICIS, acknowledge them
as binding and agree to their application.
Date, customer’s name

Phone
Fax

Legally binding signature, company stamp

Email

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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General terms & conditions Kongress‐ und Kulturmanagement GmbH
cited 15th January 2018
§ 1 ‐ Scope of the Terms
These business terms shall apply to all performances of KUKM. These terms therefore also apply to
all future business relationships, even if they are not explicitly agreed again. The terms are con‐
sidered accepted at the latest upon receipt of the performance of services. We hereby expressly
contradict any and all adverse confirmations of customers referring to their terms and condition

§ 2 ‐ Contract and Conclusion of a Contract
All contracts with KUKM require the written form. Contracts on performance must be drawn up by
the customer on the enclosed form and require acceptance of these participation terms. A contract
becomes binding for the customer upon signature by the customer. The customer is committed to
the proposal for 6 weeks following receipt of registration by KUKM. KUKM’s written confirmation of
the contract signifies conclusion of contract between the customer and KUKM.
If the specifications of the confirmation deviate from the registration of the customer, unless the
customer objects within 2 weeks following receipt of the confirmation, conclusion of contract takes
place in accordance with these specifications or contents of the confirmation. This condition applies
only if the customer is a dealer.
If the customer is not a dealer, the customer has one week following receipt of confirmation (in which
the specifications deviate from registration) to reconfirm the deviation in writing. If this does not take
place, KUKM is no longer bound to the proposal which differs from the registration requirements.
The same applies when the original customer order is not confirmed in writing within 6 weeks by KUKM.

§ 3 ‐ Performances
1.

Industrial and trade fairs / stand rental

KUKM is required to produce an exhibition plan and to allocate the stand sites at its own discretion. This
will be carried out following the wishes of the customer regarding location of the stand insofar as possible.
KUKM may, if circumstances demand and demonstrating the reasons for this – deviate from the contractual
specifications – to make minimal alterations to the stand’s size and its measurements (stand width and
depth). The above does not on any account entitle the customer on his part to withdraw from the contract.
If the space allotted or a substitute space is not available caused by the fault of KUKM, the customer is then
entitled to a refund of the contractual price. Further claims in this case, in particular for compensation are
debarred. This does not apply to any wilful or grossly negligent breach of duty on the part of KUKM. A
breach of duty by a statutory representative or auxiliary person of KUKM is deemed to be the equivalent of
a breach of duty by KUKM. The location of the stand allotted to the customer will be detailed on a plan. The
plan will contain in as much detail as possible the coverage of the stand. It is in the customer’s interests to
verify the correctness of the plan before setting up the stand. The details in the plan are for information
only and non‐binding. The details of the plan may be subject to certain changes. Any objection to the
stand’s location as specified in the plan must be submitted within eight days. Once this deadline has been
exceeded, the suggested location is taken to be agreed to by the customer.

For more information about the course and our Society, please visit: icimagingsociety.org.uk
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2.

Stand set up and preparation of the event stand

The customer is required to comply with the technical regulations at the event location when setting
up and equipping the event stand. The technical regulations in operation at the event site are part of
the contract and will be included with these terms. If the technical guidelines are not followed or if
defects uncovered before the event begins are not corrected, operation of the stand, possibly the
event itself may be prohibited in the interests of all event participants.
3.

Advertising/printed promotional material

The customer shall submit any samples for advertising or printed promotional material on film or
ISDN together with colour printing proofs. The customer must independently ensure at his own cost
and own risk that the samples arrive at the destination specified by KUKM by the date given. If the
colour proof does not arrive with the ISDN transfer, KUKM will not accept any guarantee for true‐
ness of colour.
If event articles e.g. flyers, etc., samples or articles to be provided by the customer such as bags, etc.
have not been submitted to KUKM by the date given at the location specified, the customer is no
longer entitled to the performances ordered through KUKM. In such a case KUKM is entitled –
insofar as this is an option – to provide a substitute for the services and charge the costs to the
customer. The resulting costs including incidental additional costs must be reimbursed to KUKM by
the customer. If KUKM does not exercise this entitlement, KUKM will receive the agreed remunera‐
tion for the subcontracted performances less the expenditure saved. Saved expenditure is limited to
10% of the remuneration for the services which have not been performed or part performed.
However, the customer is eligible to prove that KUKM has had higher savings on expenditure.
4.

Sponsoring

The details of the sponsoring payments shall be agreed individually with the customer. Agreement to
sponsor requires the customer to contribute to the financing of the total event. The customer has
the opportunity to attend, that is to say, appear as sponsor within the framework of the events or
the services performed by KUKM. The details of which shall be reconciled with the customer within
the framework of a separate contract. A sponsoring contract may only be cancelled by either party
for compelling reasons. A compelling reason is in particular when the sponsored event or the
sponsored project proves to be unfeasible due circumstances for which KUKM is responsible or there
are unforeseeable and/or unavoidable circumstances, in particular licencing requirements, statutory
prohibitions or force majeure.

§ 4 ‐ Remuneration/Payment Conditions
The invoice will be dispatched to the customer at the same time as the confirmation. Unless other‐
wise agreed, the invoice shall be paid by 10 days after date of invoice at the latest, no discounts will
be made. Payment is deemed to have been made when the KUKM has access to the credited
amount. KUKM is entitled to withdraw from the agreement if no payment has been registered by the
start of the event. In a case of default of payment, KUKM claims for compensation will be in
accordance with § 5 no. 2 of these terms.
The prices listed are net, statutory sales tax will be added. The prices are valid for the duration of the
event.
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All reminders to pay will be charged at a rate of EUR 2.50. KUKM reserves the right to claim greater
compensation due to default of payment. The customer retains the right to prove there has been
less damage due to default.
If the customer defaults on payment, KUKM is entitled to demand interest from the pertinent date.
The interest charged for default of payment, insomuch as the customer is a consumer, will be 5%
above the current base rate, if no consumer is involved, then the rate is 8% above the current base
rate. The higher level of interest will be applied if KUKM demonstrates a higher encumbrance.

§ 5 ‐ Cancellation
The customer and KUKM may only cancel the agreement in writing for a compelling reason. A no‐tice
period is not required. A compelling reason is in particular when the event proves to be unfeasible
due to unforeseeable and/or unavoidable circumstances, in particular force majeure, licencing
requirements or statutory prohibitions.
If the agreement is cancelled by the customer or if the agreement is cancelled due to circumstances
within the customer’s control, KUKM shall receive the agreed remuneration for the performances
minus the saved expenditure. Saved expenditure is limited to 10% of the remuneration for the
services which have not been performed or partly performed. However, the customer is entitled to
prove that KUKM has made higher expenditure savings.
If a customer does not attend an event without there being compelling reasons for this, and the
services he ordered contractually were therefore not made use of, he is still required to pay the
remuneration in full unless a replacement interested party is found at short notice requiring the
same services. In such a case, the customer will be invoiced only 20% of the agreed remuneration to
cover the associated additional expense. The customer is entitled to prove that KUKM’s additional
expense was less.

§ 6 ‐ Liability/Compensation Claims
Guarantee and compensation claims by the customer shall conform to the statutory regulations
insofar as nothing else has been arranged.
Customer claims against KUKM for contractual or criminal claims are debarred. This exclusion does
not however extend to damage claims due injury of life, body or health, when KUKM is responsible
for gross breach of duty, and for any other damage which is based on wilful or grossly negligent
breach of duty by KUKM. Breach of duty by KUKM applies equally to a statutory representative or
auxiliary person of KUKM.
KUKM is entitled to reschedule, curtail, extend, close or partially close for a period or cancel an event
on the grounds of extraordinary circumstances beyond the control of KUKM. In such justified,
exceptional cases and in any circumstances beyond the control of KUKM, in particular in cases of
force majeure, licencing requirements or statutory prohibitions, the customer has no claim to a re‐
duction in the contractually agreed price or compensation.
If an event is cancelled on grounds named above, a refund of the contract price is limited to that not
yet exhausted by KUKM or to the funds which KUKM has received as the surrogate of a third party.
The remaining disposable funds shall be divided proportionally among the customers. The same
applies for the partial cancellation of an event.
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KUKM additionally retains the right to reschedule the event within one year following the original
contractually agreed date under the same conditions. In such a case, the customer is neither entitled
to withdraw or cancel this contract nor to a reduction in or return of remuneration. Entitlement to
compensation by the customer is only permissible insofar as there is wilful or gross breach of duty by
KUKM or an auxiliary person of KUKM involved in the cancellation of the event.
If KUKM is responsible for cancellation of the event, the customer does not owe the contract price or
part of the contract price. Claims for compensation from KUKM on these grounds are only
permissible insofar as there is wilful or gross breach of duty by KUKM or an auxiliary person of
KUKM.
Breach of duty claims by the customer in connection with the contract or claims to compensation
become invalid after a year. The period of validity begins at the latest on the first day of the month
following the date of conclusion of the respective event.

§7 ‐ Applicable Law
The contractual relationship between the customer and KUKM is governed exclusively by German
law.

§ 8 ‐ Written Form
Any changes or supplements to this contract require written confirmation to be legally effective. This
also applies to the written form agreement.

§ 9 ‐ Place of Jurisdiction
Insofar as the customer is a dealer, Berlin is the exclusive venue of jurisdiction for all disputes arising
directly or indirectly from the contractual relationship.
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